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February 28, 2561 BC. - Work smarter and faster with updates
to SketchUp 2022. Find out what's new. SketchUp is a free
design application that contains a powerful set of free and

premium tools that can come in handy for creating 3D objects,
maps, diagrams, tables, and more. It is an ideal solution for

people who want to design houses, interiors, landscapes, cars
and more. or want to get an idea of â€‹â€‹what these objects
might look like in real life. The program works very well, so we

recommend downloading it now.
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Did I Destroy This
Guy's iPhone? -

snreese ======
shocks For what it's

worth, I'd expect
lawyers at Apple to

have better taste than
customers that have a
technical argument to
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make. "Your iPhone is
stuck in the boot loop

for some reason.
Here's a white paper
that describes why in
'human' terms" ------
thejteam Not to be

snarky but I have a 6
month old iPhone 3G

and I think that
information is only

useful when you have
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an Android based
mobile device. So I

really don't
understand why you

feel that you are
somehow owed this
kind of information.
~~~ snreese The

difference is that this
is an _iPhone_. Not

iPhone + Android But,
iPhone + anything
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could do that with an
Apple device... ------
davidcollantes In a

way, a client is lucky
to get this kind of
feedback. When

clients are not very
technically aware,
they stop paying

attention once you
give them an

explanation. I have
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little doubt that if this
post got flagged or

something, he would
not have received the
proper response from

Apple. ------ curiousDog
I'd like to know if the
model of iPhone he is
talking about is on the

15th gen. His post
doesn't specify. If it is,
the headphone jack is
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no longer available.
------ afsina I think you
know you are getting
too old and you are in
a bad mood right now.

~~~ snreese As a
matter of fact, I have a

6 month old iPhone
3G. And I'm not "too

old" and I am "in a bad
mood" because I was

on the receiving end of
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a hammer. ------ pavs If
someone handed
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